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Hello! We’re pleased to send you this monthly
issue o the Gulfcoast Networking Newsletter
It’ s our way of saying that you’re important to
us and we truly value your business. Please
feel free to pass this newsletter on to friends
and colleagues. Enjoy!

MONTHLY QUOTES:
"We know what we are but know not
what we may be."
William Shakespeare
"Give light, and the darkness will
disappear of itself."
Desiderius Erasmus
"A single sunbeam is enough to
drive away many shadows."
Francis of Assisi
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During the current global crisis, many organizations are allowing their
employees to work from home in order to prevent the spread of
coronavirus and follow government restrictions. These organizations
must now implement robust security policies immediately to avoid falling
prey to the many malicious actors who are determined to exploit any
confusion or laxity in these turbulent times.
The biggest weakness in cybersecurity, but also the greatest strength, is
the end user. Every company should be repeatedly reminding employees
of what to look out for in terms of phishing scams, fraudulent emails, etc.
Fraudsters will be particularly trying to exploit concerns about the
coronavirus, so employees should be particularly wary of any emails
related to that, e.g., "Tax breaks for every employee working from home"
etc.
With so many employees working from home, access to the
company/organization cloud will be essential; every organization should
make sure that there is a clear paper trail so everyone who has accessed
a particular document or application can be traced, and care should be
taken that each worker only has access to those areas they need for their
work.
End-user security should be a primary concern, given that most workers
will be using their home Internet connections. VPNs are an excellent place
to start, creating secure direct links between the employee and the
workplace. Companies that do not have two-factor authentication in
place should consider employing it so that remote access will require
either fingerprint recognition, answering security questions, and/or using
passwords sent to them via mobile.
All IT departments should be working flat out to establish reliable and
secure ways for employees to communicate with each other, video chat,
group chat, speak to clients, etc. Many different options are available,
amongst the most popular are Microsoft Teams, Cisco Webex Teams,
Slack, and Google Hangouts.
Finally, it is important to keep structures and procedures in place and as
regular as possible, both for work efficiency and to help remote workers
feel connected to their friends and colleagues. Many videoconferencing
applications have the facility to create a workplace environment, which
can be comforting and reassuring for home workers who may be feeling
vulnerable. Meetings should be organized in just the same way as normal,
i.e., minutes, agendas, handouts, etc. should be distributed well in
advance, and meetings should start on time. This will keep all participants
on topic and ensure that meetings remain productive, even in such
drastically changed circumstances.

Presenter Coach Can Make You a Better Speaker
We have all sat through – and let us face it, we've probably
all given – PowerPoint presentations that fell some way
short of being scintillating, or even interesting.
Ironically, PowerPoint, the tool that was supposed to make
presentations lively and attractive, has actually been
responsible for more boring presentations than any other
tool in the history of IT.
The reason is that people put all their effort into making a
PowerPoint, and none into thinking about how they will
present it; they read out their own presentation in a flat
monotone, relying on the graphics to fill in for personality or
flair. It does not work.
Microsoft decided to finally come up with a solution for this,
with the new Presenter Coach facility available in the
updates for Office 365 (now renamed Microsoft 365), which
has a number of tools to help prevent you falling into some
of the most common errors with PowerPoint presentations.
Firstly, Presenter Coach will alert you during your
presentation if it hears that you are reading out a slide. This
is one of the biggest annoyances with PowerPoint

presentations; if all you want to do is read out your slides,
you may as well just send people the PowerPoint via email.
Presenter Coach will let you know if you have fallen into
this trap.
It will also monitor your speech rhythms and alert you if
you are talking in a monotone, something that most nonprofessional speakers are at risk of doing.
Something else that we commonly do when speaking,
particularly if nervous, is to speak too fast; once again,
Presenter Coach will alert you if you are doing this. This is a
particularly useful feature if you are using translators or
signers alongside your speech, as it will alert you to slow
down and let them do their job.
Presenter Coach will also get you out of the bad habit of
interspersing your speech with "umm" or "ahh",
encouraging you to speak more smoothly and clearly.
All in all, this is a great innovation from Microsoft which
has the potential to turn PowerPoint presentation on its
head, so that the vocals finally match up to the graphics.

News Bytes
Get more in your Google chat
At a time when many of us are WFH, being educated, or just staying in touch with family and friends via video chat due to
the global pandemic, Google has announced a timely upgrade to their video chat application. Google Meet can now
support up to 16 people on the viewing grid on your screen, and the grid can adapt itself to show who the active speakers
are.
Google states that being able to see a larger group will improve video meetings and chats, making them feel more
realistic and encouraging people to join in.
Presently this new facility is only available on Google Meet on the web, being introduced by early May, and it is planned
to roll it out shortly on other devices.
Coronavirus workers' passwords leaked
The Washington Post reported April 22 that the email addresses and passwords of nearly 25,000 employees were leaked
online. The leak appears to include groups working to fight the global pandemic, including the WHO, the Bill & Melinda
Gates Foundation, the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention, and the National Institutes of Health.
However, the WHO said that the information was leaked from an old system and didn't represent a serious breach; the
organization further stated that it has suffered five times more malicious attacks than in previous years, largely due to
some political groups encouraging supporters to launch attacks on it.
It remains to be seen whether the attacks on other groups fighting the virus came from the same source, and the extent
of the damage done.

Question of the Month
Question: Is there a way to password protect folders in Windows 10?
Answer:
Basically, the answer to this question is no, unless you are using a really old version of Windows. Oddly, Microsoft has
taken away the ability to password protect folders in the newer versions of Windows, even though it can be a very useful
feature for workers who "hot desk" and share computers with others, keeping personal or confidential files protected.
In Windows 7, all you have to do is to right-click on the folder in File Explorer and go Properties> General> Advanced>
Encrypt content to secure data> OK and the folder is protected using a Windows username and password.
If you are using Windows 8 or 10, you will have to download third-party software if you want to protect the folder.
However, there is a workaround, which is that you can put files you want to protect into a zip file, which can then be
password-protected. To do this, simply highlight the files you want to put in a zip file, right-click and select Send to> Zip
folder (compressed). Once you have created the zip file, double-click on it and select File then Add Password.
One last option is that you can hide files in all versions of Windows by right-clicking on a folder and selecting Properties>
General> Attributes> Hidden> Apply. If the folder doesn't disappear, you need to go to File> Options> View> Hidden files
and folders> Don't show hidden files, folders, or drives (doing the same but choosing Show instead of Don't show will
reveal any hidden folders). Do not forget though that this only hides files, it does not password protect them, and anyone
else can discover them by following the same steps.

The Essential Working from Home Toolkit
Lockdown, at least in certain parts of the world, seems set
to last well into the summer if not beyond, and so many
people are thinking about what they need to work from
home. Below is a handy checklist with suggestions as to
what you will need for the perfect, hassle-free home
office.
Computer: obviously! Unless your company has provided
you with a computer, consider what you need to work
with in terms of the company's equipment. Is it really a
good idea to treat yourself to the latest Mac when your
company uses Windows? Sure, it is possible to run
Windows on a Mac, but it could be slower and more
hassle than it is worth.

good news is your Internet supplier almost certainly includes
phone services that can be added to your package.
A good headset: dealing with video calls and phone calls is
much easier if you can go hands-free, and you will get much
better quality with a headset. Noise-canceling microphones
cut out the background noise from the kids rowing over the
PlayStation for your contacts, and noise-canceling
headphones can do the same for you.
WebCam: most laptops now come equipped with WebCams,
as do many computer screens, but there are quite a few that
do not. If yours does not, a midrange camera should do the
job unless you have some special reason for needing to
transmit in high definition.

High-speed Internet: dropping out of virtual meetings
could, in the long run, cost you time, hassle, and face in
front of your employer. Make sure you have a reliable and
fast Internet supplier; if you are not happy with your
current setup, this is the ideal time to make a change.
Remember that some companies insist on hardwired
Internet, not the more easily hacked Wi-Fi connections.

Printer/scanner: many of us have got used to the idea of the
paperless office, but there are still going to be quite a few
occasions when you need to print something out or scan it in
for your fellow workers or customers; there are plenty of
budget models available and choosing a black-and-white
one can cut your costs.

Landline telephone: Landline telephones had pretty much
become a thing of the past, but in this crisis, they are
coming back into their own. Mobiles simply are not secure
or reliable enough for some purposes; if you work in a
customer support team and will be taking calls at home,
you'll probably need an old-fashioned landline phone. The

Peripherals: a wireless mouse and keyboard can be a
godsend in the home office. A USB hub to manage all the
devices you need could be a good idea. An extra monitor has
been shown to increase productivity significantly, and
finally, as there have been warnings that the number of
workers off sick could affect power supplies, a battery
backup unit to enable you to keep your computer running
through power outages could be a good investment.
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A MONTHLY NEWSLETTER TO INFORM AND ENTERTAIN OUR CLIENTS
APP OF THE MONTH: FEEM V4
Especially at a time when you've got the whole family
home, the Feem V4 app could be an excellent way of
saving bandwidth and saving hassle. This free app for
Android allows filesharing between users who share
the same wireless network, so there's no longer any
need to send email attachments or download files
onto memory sticks in order to pass them on; simply
select them in the app and you can transfer them to
anyone who shares your router. The app works
equally well for phone to phone, phone to computer,
or computer to computer transfers.
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Rob Marlowe
If you don’t have a managed-service
agreement in place, please let us know and
we’ll conduct a needs analysis and provide
you with a proposal free of charge!
Email: rob@gulfcoastnetworking.com
Phone: 727-847-2424 x 103

OFFER OF THE MONTH
Try Cloudcare AV for 30 days FREE! Go to
https://gulfcoastnetworking.com/special for details

All data and information provided in this newsletter is for informational purposes only. Gulfcoast Networking, Inc. makes no representations as to accuracy, completeness, correctness,
suitability, or validity of any information in this newsletter and will not be liable for any errors, omissions, or delays in this information or any losses, injuries, or damages arising from its
display or use. All information is provided on an as-is basis.

